An in-plane light scattering setup that is capable of measuring large azimuthal scattering angles is presented. This type of measurement makes it easier to probe large k ʈ at a fixed k Ќ value ͑k ʈ and k Ќ are momentum transfer vectors parallel and perpendicular to the surface, respectively͒. Therefore the system allows us to explore small lateral scale and large vertical roughness ͑ϳ, the wavelength of the probe beam͒ of a rough surface. In-plane intensity measurements from a rough backside Si wafer and a Cu thin-film surface are reported. The structure factor that is related to surface roughness parameters is obtained from the measured in-plane intensity profiles. Both scalar ͑Beckmann-Kirchhoff ͒ and vector ͑Rayleigh-Rice͒ theories have been applied to interpret the experimental data. The roughness parameters obtained from the scattering measurements are compared with those measured by atomicforce microscopy.
Introduction
The characterization of random rough surfaces by light scattering has received considerable attention in recent years. [1] [2] [3] Although the most direct way to probe a rough surface quantitatively is to measure the surface morphology by use of real space imaging techniques such as atomic-force microscopy ͑AFM͒ and scanning-tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒, light scattering does have some advantages over imaging: It is a noncontact method and can have a large sampling size. With proper design, it can be used as a real-time monitoring tool. 4 -7 The general diffraction coordinate and the reciprocal space geometry for light scattering are shown in Figs. 1͑a͒ and 1͑b͒, respectively. The x-y plane is the sample plane, the z direction is the sample surface normal, and the x-z plane is the plane of incidence. The incident angle is i , the polar angle of the scattered beam is s , and the azimuthal angle is s . For diffraction from a random rough surface, the momentum transfer k that is due to scattering can be decomposed into two parts, k ʈ , the momentum transfer parallel to the sample surface, and k Ќ , the momentum transfer perpendicular to the sample surface:
where k ϭ 2͞ is the wave number. Basically there are two different detection schemes for a scattering measurement: a moving sample scheme and a moving detector scheme. In the moving sample scheme, the position of the detector is fixed, and the sample rotates with respect to a certain axis. As the sample rotates, the detector detects signals associated with the rotation angles, generating angulardependent diffraction profiles. In the moving detector scheme, the position of the sample is fixed, and the detector rotates with respect to a certain axis. For the moving detector scheme there are basically two types of light-scattering geometry: out of plane and in plane, as shown in Fig. 2 . For the in-plane geometry the detector rotates in a plane parallel to the sample plane ͑ s ϭ i ϭ constant͒; the rotation axis is the z axis. Still using the reflection direction as a reference point, we have
k y ϭ k sin sin ⌬.
Clearly, in this case k Ќ is independent of the rotation angle, and only k ʈ ϭ ͑k x 2 ϩ k y 2 ͒ 1͞2 changes with the rotation angle. Figure 3͑a͒ plots k Ќ and k ʈ as functions of the rotation angle at ϭ 45°in the range ͉⌬͉ Յ 10°for the in-plane geometry. In the in-plane geometry the range of the rotation angle is from Ϫ180°to 180°. The range of k ʈ is from 0 to 2k sin , which is determined by the incident angle . The greater , the larger the k ʈ range.
For the out-of-plane geometry the detector rotates in the incident plane, i.e., the x-z plane ͑ s ϭ 0͒; the rotation axis is the y axis. Usually the reflection direction serves as a reference point, i.e., s ϭ ϩ ⌬. After a rotation, the momentum transfer changes into
Figure 3͑b͒ plots k Ќ and k x as functions of the rotation angle at ϭ 45°in the range ͉⌬͉ Յ 10°for the out-of-plane geometry. Clearly both k x and k Ќ change. The range of the rotation angle ⌬ for the out-of-plane geometry is from ͞2 Ϫ to ͞2 ϩ . Therefore the range of ͉k x ͉ is from 0 to max͓k͑1 Ϫ sin ͒, k͉sin͑͞2 ϩ 2͒ Ϫ sin ͉͔. Using either geometry makes it possible to obtain the diffraction structure factor, which can provide the surface roughness information. So far, in most of the literature on light scattering the out-of-plane geometry has been used ͑see, for example, Ref. 8 and references therein͒. In only a few papers has the in-plane geometry been considered. 5,9 -12 However, as we compare Figs. 3͑a͒ and Fig. 3͑b͒ for the out-ofplane geometry, both k ʈ and k Ќ change with the rotation angle, whereas for the in-plane geometry only k ʈ changes with the rotation angle. Therefore we Fig. 1 . ͑a͒ Light-scattering geometry for reflection diffraction and ͑b͒ reciprocal space geometry for reflection diffraction. Fig. 2 . Two types of light-scattering geometry: ͑a͒ in-plane scattering and ͑b͒ out-of-plane scattering. Fig. 3 . ͑a͒ k Ќ ͞k and k ʈ ͞k as functions of the rotation angle at ϭ 45°in the range ͉⌬͉ Յ 10°for the in-plane geometry. ͑b͒ k Ќ ͞k and k x ͞k as a function of the rotation angle at ϭ 45°in the range ͉⌬͉ Յ 10°for the out-of-plane geometry.
would expect it to be easier to analyze the diffraction profile obtained with an in-plane diffraction geometry than that of the out-of-plane geometry. In this paper we show that the in-plane diffraction geometry has a considerable advantage over the traditional out-of-plane geometry in terms of data acquisition and the analysis of roughness parameters. Using the in-plane geometry, one can reach the limit of the lateral resolution for an optical technique. Also, one can detect the vertical roughness of a surface as large as the wavelength of the incident beam.
We performed detailed in-plane measurements of a backside Si wafer and a Cu sample. We obtained the roughness parameters from the measured scattering profiles and determined the roughness exponent ␣ from the power-law behavior in the tail parts of the diffracted intensity. We later extracted the ␣ values and the other roughness parameters ͑vertical root-mean-square roughness w and lateral correlation length ͒ by using an AFM and compared them with those obtained by the in-plane light scattering technique.
Diffraction Intensity
In general, the diffraction intensity can be written as 13 I͑k͒ ϭ FP͑k͒ ‫ء‬ S͑k͒,
where F is a function that depends on the scattering angles ͑ i , s , s ͒ and the physical properties of the sample such as the refractive index, the wavelength, and the polarization of the incident beam. P͑k͒ is the system point-spread function, or the system response function; the asterisk represents convolution. Therefore the system response determines the angular resolution or the reciprocal space resolution of the system. S͑k͒ is the diffraction structure factor. If the local slope of the surface is small, i.e., ٌ͉z͉ Ͻ Ͻ 1, according to the Kirchhoff approximation the structure factor S͑k͒ can be written as 13 S͑k͒ ϭ
i.e., the structure factor is a Fourier transform of the height difference function of the surface, C͑k Ќ , r͒ ϭ ͗exp͑ik Ќ ͓ z͑r ϩ ͒ Ϫ z͔͑͒͒͘, where z͑͒ is the height at lateral distance vector and the average is carried out all over the surface through . C͑k Ќ , r͒ is a measure of the statistical phase correlations between surface positions. For a statistically rough surface, the relative surface heights, z͑r͒ Ϫ z͑0͒, usually obey a Gaussian distribution. The height difference function has the form 13
where H͑r͒ ϭ ͓͗z͑r͒ Ϫ z͑0͔͒ 2 ͘ is called the heightheight correlation function. In the case of selfaffine, homogeneous, and isotropic rough surfaces, H͑r͒ can be expressed as 14, 15 H͑r͒ ϭ H͑r͒ ϭ 2w 2 f ͑r͒͞,
where w ϭ ͓͗z͑r͒ Ϫ z ͔ 2 ͘ 1͞2 is the interface width and z is the average surface height. The function f ͑r͒͞ is a scaling function that has the following properties within the short-range and the long-range regions:
where ␣ is the roughness exponent; it describes how wiggly the surface is and is related to the surface fractal dimension D s by ␣ ϭ 3 Ϫ D s ͑note that ␣ must satisfy 0 Յ ␣ Յ 1͒. As an example, one can use a phenomenological function, f ͑r͒͞ ϭ 1 Ϫ exp͓Ϫ͑r͞ ͒ 2␣ ͔, which satisfies Eq. ͑14͒. 16 For a surface with a Gaussian or an exponential autocorrelation function ͓defined as ͗z͑r͒z͑0͔͒͘, the value of ␣ is 1 or 0.5, respectively. 13, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] The lateral correlation length, , is the distance within which the surface heights of any two points are correlated. The parameters w, , and ␣ characterize the major statistical properties of a self-affine surface.
The structure factor S͑k͒ can be divided into two parts. One is a sharp central ␦ function associated with the long-range flatness of the surface; another one contains a broad diffuse component and is connected to the short-range roughness of the surface:
where
Using the generic form of the height-height correlation function ͓Eq. ͑13͔͒, we can write the diffuse part S diff ͑k ʈ , k Ќ ͒ as 13
Here we see that the diffuse structure factor is sensitive to the short-range properties of rough surfaces. At this point we can see one of the motivations for using an in-plane measurement technique. It can be seen from Eqs. ͑15͒ and ͑16͒ that the ␦ peak intensity is a function only of ⍀ and that the diffuse profile is a function of both ⍀ and k ʈ . If we can measure the structure factor of a surface in such a way that we keep k Ќ constant, then we can directly obtain the lateral roughness parameters and ␣ from the diffuse profile. The vertical roughness parameter w can be obtained from the ␦ peak intensity at different k Ќ values. As we discussed above, the inplane scattering geometry provides such an opportunity. For the out-of-plane geometry, inasmuch as both k Ќ and k ʈ change with the change of the polar angle, Eq. ͑16͒ becomes too complicated to be analyzed.
As we approach the region where ⍀ Ͻ Ͻ 1, the dif-fuse part of the structure factor takes a form that is directly proportional to the power-spectrum density ͑PSD͒ function of the surface 13 :
where the PSD is defined to be
where A is the area of the scatterer and z͑x, y͒ is the surface height function. Therefore in this limit we obtain
In addition, a power-law behavior of the form k ʈ Ϫ2Ϫ2␣ always exists in the large
͔ for all values of ⍀ and has the form 9
where B ϭ 2 2␣ϩ1 ␣⌫͑␣ ϩ 1͒͞⌫͑␣ Ϫ 1͒. This powerlaw relation also holds for surfaces with nonGaussian height distributions.
One can therefore obtain the roughness parameter ␣ by calculating the slope taken from the tail part of the log-log plot of S diff ͑k ʈ , k Ќ ͒ versus k ʈ , where k Ќ is kept constant ͑the slope equals Ϫ2 Ϫ 2␣͒. Here we see another advantage of the in-plane measurement technique. Because k Ќ is kept constant during the in-plane measurement and we know that there is no contribution from the ␦ part away from k ʈ ϭ 0 ͓see Eq. ͑15͔͒, we can easily extract ␣ from the log-log plot of the structure factor S versus k ʈ . Then the only thing needed is an efficient in-plane measurement technique that has the ability to provide large k ʈ values.
One of the challenging parts of our study was to extract the structure factor from the intensity profile in the case of scattering from a considerably rough surface. To do so, one needs to know the angularand the material-properties-dependent factor F in Eq. ͑10͒. Starting from different assumptions, one can find different factors. Here we consider two possible types of prefactor F that originate from scalar and from vector theories.
A. Scalar ͑Beckmann-Kirchhoff͒ Theory
In the scalar theory the predicted diffuse intensity can be expressed in a series form. As we approach the limit ⍀ Ͻ Ͻ 1, only the first term of the series survives. In this case the relation between the diffuse part of the structure factor, S diff , and the intensity, I, can be shown to be 20, 21 
where F B is a function of the scattering angle and the reflectivity R of the sample:
Explicitly, it is defined as
where k ϭ 2͞ and
As ⍀ gets larger, relation ͑21͒ should begin to fail because of the extra terms that come from the series expansion. Also, shadowing and multiple scattering effects are some of the basic concerns in the Beckmann-Kirchhoff theory. 22, 23 As these effects become significant, we should expect the BeckmannKirchhoff theory to work worse at large incident and scattering angles.
B. Vector ͑Rayleigh-Rice͒ Theory
Using the Rayleigh-Rice theory in the limit ⍀ Ͻ Ͻ 1, one can obtain a relation between S diff and I that includes the polarization effects and the sample's dielectric constant ⑀ ͑Ref. 8͒:
where Q ϭ Q͑ i , s , s , ⑀͒ depends on the polarization states of the incident light and the reflected light in the detector. For the case of right or left circularly polarized incident light and a polarizationinsensitive detector, Q is found to be ͑see Appendix A for detailed calculations͒
where the elements q kl are given in Eqs. ͑A12͒ below. The vector Kirchhoff theory is another lightscattering theory that is worth mentioning. For small surface roughness and a perfectly conducting sample ͑and with the half-space Green's function reformulation͒, the vector Kirchhoff theory gives the same angular factors q kl that one would obtain from the Raylaigh-Rice vector theory ͓see Eqs. ͑28͒ for the values of angular factors in this limit͔. In the case of scattering from finite conductors, however, the vector Kirchhoff theory does not have a complete solution that would relate the intensity and the PSD at any scattering angle. 21 The relations can be simplified if we consider the in-plane scattering case, in which i ϭ s . That is, the parameters k Ќ ͑therefore ⍀͒, i , and s are kept constant throughout the measurements. Then Eq. ͑10͒ also is simplified to the following result:
where F has the values
from vector theory with Q ϭ Q͑ s , ⑀͒ .
One of our basic aims was to find a suitable prefactor that would link the experimentally obtained intensity data to the corresponding structure factor. If a correct prefactor is found, one can test the reliability of the calculated structure factor by examining some characteristic properties of the rough surface, such as the power-law behavior mentioned above. We can calculate the ␣ value from the power-law behavior at the large k ʈ regime and compare it with that obtained from other scanning probe techniques such as AFM and STM. ͑Note that one can calculate the surface parameters w, , and ␣ from the real space height-height correlation function obtained from AFM or STM.͒
Experiments
To achieve large k ʈ measurements, we designed an in-plane light-scattering setup as shown in Figs. 4 and Fig. 5͑a͒ . The incident light was a He-Ne laser with a wavelength of 632.8 nm. A spatial filter was used to improve the quality of the incident beam. A focusing lens was placed in front of and at the back of the spatial filter to focus the light entering the spatial filter and to collimate the light after the filter. A right circularly polarized incident light was achieved with a linear polarizer and a quarter-wave plate ͑right circular polarization is in the clockwise direction when viewed in the direction of propagation͒. Then the beam was sent through two apertures to reduce the stray light further. The beam was directed to the sample by two high-precision coated mirrors; we could achieve different incident angles by adjusting the position of the upper mirror ͓see Fig.  5͑a͔͒ . After two reflections from these two mirrors we still had right circularly polarized incident light.
The reflected specular beam from the sample was absorbed by a black hole. When necessary, neutraldensity filters were also used to reduce the intensity of the incident light so that it would not saturate the photodetector. The detector that we used was a Si-photodiode detector with a 1.1 mm ϫ 1.1 mm square-shaped detecting area. We kept the detector arm length ͑ϳ0.5 m͒ long enough that we were able to reach a reasonable angular resolution ͑ϳ0.12°͒. The detector arm was able to rotate 360°about the sample normal in the plane parallel to the sample surface. Also, the detector arm position was adjustable over the polar angle s , so one could set i ϭ s , which is the condition for our in-plane measurements. The rotation was performed by a stepper motor. In addition, the stage was isolated by black-painted boards so that the measurement would not be affected by stray light scattered by other optical components.
The scattered intensity was measured with the help of lock-in techniques ͑see Fig. 4͒ . The chopper provided reference signals for the two lock-in amplifiers that we used. The intensity of the scattered light from the sample was measured with the photodiode detector, which was placed at the end of the arm. We also placed another Si-photodiode detector adjacent ͑see Fig. 4͒ to the chopper blade, so we were able to monitor the intensity fluctuations of the incident beam. Therefore the scattered intensity could be readjusted by the incident intensity fluctuations simultaneously during the experiment, and the effects of incident intensity fluctuations were minimized. Data acquisition was controlled by a computer through the use of a LabView program. The LabView program was capable of controlling the two lock-in amplifiers and the stepper motor through two RS232 serial ports and a National Instruments data-acquisition card, respectively. The detector arm could be rotated by use of the optional step angles of 0.1°, 0.2°, and 0.5°.
Before the data were taken, the whole system was optimized to give a maximum signal-to-noise ratio. Then we performed the in-plane measurements on the samples including two backside Si wafers and one electroplated Cu film. Using the configuration shown in Figs. 2͑a͒ and 5͑a͒ , we swept the detector through angle s from Ϫ to . The detector arm was rotated with a step angle of 0.1°. At each step the computer program adjusted the lock-in amplifier to the highest sensitivity, and 10 readings were accumulated to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. The average intensity value was recorded, along with its standard deviation. We repeated the in-plane measurements with incident angles ͑ i ͒ of 48°, 75°, and 83°for the backside Si wafer and of 52°for Cu. Because of the saturation of intensity in the detector near the specular beam, we performed additional near-specular beam measurements with a neutraldensity filter and multiplied the measured intensity data by the factor 1͞transmissivity of the filter.
For comparison, we also performed out-of-plane detection from the backside Si wafer, as shown in Fig.  5͑b͒ . As we discussed in Section 1, the only difference in this geometry from that for in-plane detection is that the detector rotates in the plane of incidence.
Real space measurements were also performed by the AFM technique. AFM scans were obtained with a Park Scientific Instruments Auto Probe CP with Si 3 N 4 tips. The typical radius and the tip side angle were approximately 10 nm and 10°, respectively. The sampling AFM images for the backside Si wafer and the Cu film are shown in Figs. 6͑a͒ and 6͑b͒ , respectively. The roughness parameters ␣, w, and obtained from the height-height correlation function analysis are listed in Table 1 .
Results and Discussions

A. In-Plane Diffraction Profiles
In Fig. 7 we show the measured in-plane intensity profiles of the backside Si sample for incident angles 48°, 75°, and 83°. As we discussed in Section 1, all three profiles are symmetric. The diffraction profiles have two components, for incident angles 75°a nd 83°, a very sharp central peak, and a broad diffuse profile, which is consistent with the prediction of Eq. ͑15͒. The central peak intensity for the 75°in-cident angle is smaller than that of the 83°incident angle because as i decreases, k Ќ increases, resulting in increasing ⍀ for the same rough surface. As i decreases further, as for the case of i ϭ 48°, the sharp central peak of the profile disappears, and the diffuse profile becomes much broader than in the other two cases. These are the general features predicted by the diffraction theory. 10, 13 Figure 8 shows the diffraction profile obtained from the out-of-plane diffraction geometry for the same backside Si wafer at 75°incident angle. Clearly the diffraction profile obtained by the out-of-plane setup is highly asymmetric, as discussed in Section 1.
B. Comparison of In-Plane and Out-of-Plane Diffraction Profiles
Because, for the out-of-plane geometry, both k Ќ and k ʈ change with the rotation angle, Eq. ͑16͒ becomes too complicated to be analyzed. It is only when ⍀ ϭ ͑k Ќ w͒ 2 Ͻ Ͻ 1 ͑also w͞ Ͻ Ͻ 1͒ that Eq. ͑17͒ is valid. Then the change of k Ќ acts only as an angular factor, which is separated from the PSD. Therefore one should have w Ͻ Ͻ to satisfy the ⍀ Ͻ Ͻ 1 condition. For example, during an out-of-plane measurement k Ќ may take values to as high as the order of ϳ4͞; and, for ϭ 0.6328 m, we should have w Ͻ 500 Å to make sure that at least ⍀ Ͻ 1.
However, for the in-plane geometry, because ⍀ is fixed for a fixed incident angle, the analysis is much simpler. For small ⍀, the diffuse part of the struc- ture factor is simply proportional to the PSD of the surface. Also, with an in-plane geometry, the measurement of w does not require that w Ͻ Ͻ as long as w͞ Ͻ Ͻ 1 is satisfied. 10, 22, 23 Therefore the in-plane geometry can expand the measurement of the vertical roughness range to as high as w ϳ with a detector of good dynamic range and with large incident angles providing small k Ќ . 24 By changing the incident angle, one can obtain the diffraction structure factor for different ⍀ values.
C. Extraction of Diffraction Structure Factors for a Backside Si Wafer
To obtain the diffraction structure factor, we corrected the intensity profiles by using the correction factor F that was presented in relation ͑25͒ and Eq. ͑26͒. Both scalar and vector theories were applied to describe F. Then, based on approximation ͑20͒, we extracted the roughness exponent ␣ from the tails of the structure factors. The extracted values of ␣ were then compared with that obtained from the AFM measurements. As we performed the intensity correction, the experimentally obtained front ͑flat͒ side Si wafer reflectivities ͑R ϭ ͕0.336, 0.322, 0.444͖ for i ϭ ͕48°, 75°, 83°͖͒ and theoretical complex dielectric constant value ͑⑀ ϭ 15.07 ϩ i0.15͒ were used. 25 Figure 9͑a͒ shows the corrected in-plane diffraction profiles for the backside Si wafer at an incident angle of 83°for both scalar and vector theories. Note that we have labeled the structure factors obtained from Rayleigh's vector and Beckmann's scalar theories, respectively, S Q and S FB . Clearly, different correction factors give quite different structure factors for the backside Si wafer. To calculate the roughness parameter ␣, we plotted the intensity and structure factor profiles on a log-log scale ͑see Fig.  10͒ . As described above, on a log-log scale the slope Fig. 7 . In-plane intensity profiles of a Si backside for incident angles 83°, 75°, and 48°. Fig. 8 . Diffraction profile obtained from the out-of-plane diffraction geometry for the same backside Si wafer as for Fig. 7 at a 75°i ncident angle. Fig. 9 . ͑a͒ Normalized and corrected diffraction profiles from both scalar and vector theories for the in-plane diffraction intensity of the backside Si wafer at an 83°incident angle. Curve a, the normalized intensity. Structure factors labeled S Q ͑curve b͒ and S FB ͑curve c͒ are obtained from the Rayleigh vector and the Beckmann scalar theories, respectively. ͑b͒ In-plane light-scattering normalized intensity profile and normalized corrected structure factors for the scattering from an electroplated Cu film with a 52°i ncident angle.
of the profile at a large k ʈ region gives the ␣ value with a slope of Ϫ2 Ϫ 2␣. As 0 Յ ␣ Յ 1, the value of the slope should be Ϫ2 to Ϫ4. Figure 10 shows that only the vector theory gives a reasonable slope value of approximately Ϫ3.84. Tables 1 and 2 list comparisons of the extracted ␣, w, and values obtained by AFM measurements and values from the in-plane light-scattering measurements for different incident angles. Roughness parameters w and obtained from the diffraction profile agree well with the AFM measurements. We can also see that, for large incident angles, only the ␣ values obtained from the structure factors based on the vector theory ͑S Q ͒ appear to be very close to the values obtained from the AFM analysis. At the large incident angle of 83°, which gives the best ␣ value from the vector theory analysis, we have ⍀ ϭ ͑k Ќ w͒ 2 Ӎ 0.5. This suggests that the ⍀ Ͻ Ͻ 1 condition of relation ͑23͒ can be relaxed to ⍀ Ͻ 1. Zhao et al. reported a similar observation in their paper. 10 As ⍀ gets larger ͑ϳ1.5 and ϳ14.8 for the incident angles of 75°and 48°, respectively͒, however, the vector theory also begins to fail.
We also checked the effect of multiple scattering and shadowing effects in our experiments for backside Si wafers. These effects can play a role especially in the large incident and scattering angle profiles predicted by the scalar theory. 22, 23 But even at i ϭ 83°we have tan Ϫ1 ͑w͒͞ Ӎ 4°, which is still smaller than the grazing angle of ͑90°Ϫ 83°͒ ϭ 7°. Therefore surface slopes are not deep enough to cause severe multiple scattering. We followed Wagner's formula to estimate the shadowing effects. 23 Again, even at the incident angle of 83°, the ratio of the apparent interface width to the true interface width is ϳ0.99993. That is to say, shadowing effects also can be neglected in our measurements. Therefore the failure of the scalar theory should be due to the large values of ⍀ invalidating relation ͑21͒.
D. Scattering from a Cu Film
For scattering from a metal surface, one would expect the scalar and the vector theories to give similar results. Figure 9͑b͒ shows the in-plane lightscattering intensity profile and the corrected structure factors for the scattering from an electroplated Cu sample with a 52°incident angle. We can see that the corrected structure factors obtained from the scalar and the vector theories are very close. In fact, because Cu is a good conductor, we find a reflectivity of R Ϸ 1. Therefore, with i ϭ s ϭ , we get
for an in-plane setup.
In the limit of a perfect conductor, ⑀ approaches infinity, and polarization-dependent elements of Q, defined in Eq. ͑A12͒ below, can be simplified as , i.e., the scalar and the vector theories should give the same correction factor in the limit of a perfectly conducting surface. Table 2 lists the ␣ values for Cu obtained from the diffraction tails after the angular corrections. They are quite close to the value obtained from AFM. From Table 2 we can see that the other roughness parameters, w and , obtained from the diffraction profile are also consistent with those in Table 1 obtained from the AFM measurements. Fig. 10 . Normalized intensity and structure factors versus k ʈ profiles of the backside Si wafer at an 83°incident angle on the log-log scale. In conclusion, we have shown in detail the advantage of using the in-plane method for measuring light scattering for a rough surface. The momentum transfer perpendicular to the sample surface k Ќ is fixed, so the calculation of the structure factor from an intensity profile and therefore data analysis is much easier than for the out-of-plane geometry. Under the condition that w͞ Ͻ Ͻ 1, the in-plane geometry can expand the measurement of the vertical roughness range to as high as w ϳ .
Also, our experimental results show that both the scalar and the vector theories work well for a perfectly conducting and small roughness film. But, in the case of a much rougher semiconductor sample, the vector theory works better as long as we have ⍀ ϭ ͑k Ќ w͒ 2 Ͻ 1. None of the ␣ values obtained from the Beckmann-Kirchhoff scalar theory is consistent with the AFM results. The shadowing and multiple scattering effects are expected to be insignificant. Therefore the scalar theory is believed to fail because the value of ⍀ at which relation ͑21͒ becomes invalid is insufficiently small.
Appendix A
Barrick, in his work on radar cross sections for rough surfaces, 26 presented the polarization dependence of the scattering matrix elements. The scattering matrix is a tool with which incident and scattered field vector components can be related and is represented as follows:
where E 1 and E 2 are the complex electric field components along the orthogonal basis vector directions. The scattering matrix has the elements
where each of the a ij elements above is a complex number ͑has both amplitude and phase͒ and relates the jth component of the incident field vector to the ith component of the scattered field vector. The most familiar vector basis is the one formed by unit vectors p and ŝ, where p lies in a plane containing the z axis and the propagation vector k ͑see Fig.  1͒ and ŝ lies in the plane that is perpendicular to the p plane. Any electric field vector can be represented on this basis as 
Right and left circularly polarized unit basis vectors R and L , respectively, also form an orthogonal set ͑here we use the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers standards, in which right circular polarization is in the clockwise direction as viewed in the direction of propagation and left circular polarization is in the counterclockwise direction͒. We can represent any electric field on this basis as 
The scattering cross section is defined to be 4 times the power delivered per unit solid angle in the direction of the detector divided by the power per unit area incident at the target surface. Therefore we represent the scattering cross section for an l-polarized incident and a k-polarized scattered wave as
where r is the distance from target surface to detector. Scattering cross-section elements are related to those of scattering matrix ͓S͔ by kl ϭ 4r 2 ͉a kl ͉ 2 .
Barrick has used the Rice model to obtain the scattering cross section for the diffuse part of the scattered wave from a rough surface. The model is a perturbation technique for far fields ͑large r͒ and assumes that the roughness is small ͑⍀ Ͻ 1͒, the surface slopes are relatively small ͑w͞ Ͻ 1͒, and the roughness is isotropic. For an incident beam that were supported by a Research Experience for Undergraduates grant.
